Word embeddings play a significant role in many modern NLP systems. However, most used word embedding learning methods learn one representation per word which is problematic for polysemous words and homonymous words. To address this problem, we propose a multi-phase word sense embedding retrofitting method which utilizes a lexical ontology to learn one embedding per word sense. We use word sense definitions and relations between word senses defined in a lexical ontology in a different way from existing systems. Experimental results on word similarity task show that our approach remarkablely improves the quality of embeddings.
Introduction
Learning distributed word representations (i.e. word embeddings) which contain syntax and semantic information from large scale unannotated corpus is a fundamental part for most state-of-the-art natural language processing (NLP) neural network models. Owing to the development of internet and computation efficiency, gigantic unannotated corpus can be obtained and processed to learn word embeddings with high quality. Most effective unsupervised models use context information to learn word embeddings. The word embeddings capture syntactic and semantic properties which can be exposed directly in tasks such as analogical reasoning (Mikolov et al., 2013) , word similarity (Huang et al., 2012) etc. The most prevalent word embedding learning models are Skip-gram (Mikolov et al., 2013) and Glove (Pennington et al., 2014) and the variants of them.
Basic Skip-gram (Mikolov et al., 2013) and Glove (Pennington et al., 2014) model output one vector for a word. However, as can be seen from Table 1 , polysemous words or homonymous words may have largely different meanings and each of them should have inherently different representations. So using one embedding for a polysemous word or a homonymous word regardless of the specific word sense is inappropriate. To address this shortage, researchers propose to learn one representation per word sense. To this end, the first problem to be addressed is to determine the number of senses for a word. Some models use statistic-based methods to determine the number of senses for a word (e.g. Chinese Restaurant Processes (CRP)) (Li and Jurafsky, 2015) or use fixed number of senses for all words (Suster et al., 2016) . The number of senses for words determined in this way is imprecise which may lead to inferior results. Given the number of word senses, the second problem is how to train embeddings for word senses. Many work applies word sense induction model on the unannotated corpus to determine the sense of a word in a context and then train the embeddings of word senses on it . The error caused by word sense induction model will have a bad impact on the quality of the output embeddings and this process is time-consuming. Some other researchers try to use sense relations defined in a lexical ontology to learn word senses (Speer and Chin, 2016; Faruqui et al., 2015) and they most create a Markov Network (MN). These methods use lexical ontology which is the same as our method but they tend to ignore the definitions of word senses.
Definitions of word senses show the essential information of them. Word or sense embeddings also contain information of them in the mathematical form. It is reasonable to get the word sense embeddings from the definitions. Relations of words also provide semantic information of words and thus can also be of help to produce better word sense embeddings. Based on these intuitions, we propose a multi-phase adhere be compatible or in accordance with follow through or carry out a plan without deviation come or be in close contact with; stick or hold together and resist separation be a devoted follower or supporter be loyal to stick to firmly word sense embedding learning model address the problems above. We initialize word and sense embeddings as the corresponding word embeddings learnt with Skip-gram, Glove or any unsupervised word embedding learning model on large scale unannotated corpus. Then we use word sense definitions in the lexical ontology to determine the number of senses for words and then to train the sense embeddings. Additionally, we use word sense relations defined in the lexical ontology in a better way than others to retrofit word sense embeddings. Experimental results show that both the definitions of word senses and word sense relations help to produce high quality sense embeddings.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the details of our model. Section 3 reports the experimental results of our approach. Section 4 introduces the related work. Conclusions are given in section 5.
Methodology
A large scale unannotated corpus and a lexical ontology are needed for our model. They are complementary to each other. The corpus presents abundant word co-occurences, but it doesn't explicitly provide word sense information and semantic relations between words. As a consequence, some words with totally opposite meanings may turn out to be similar in representation (e.g., 'good' and 'bad') if they are trained only with the corpus. A lexical ontology provides definitions for every word senses and their relations, so we can utilize those information to further distinguish those words with similar syntactic function but different exact meanings. Widely used lexical ontologies include WordNet (Miller, 1992) , FrameNet(Baker et al., 1998) and the Paraphrase Database (Ganitkevitch et al., 2013) etc. We choose to use WordNet in this paper but the method we propose can be applied to other lexical ontologies. Our model utilizes the corpus and the lexical ontology in different training phases to initialize and retrofit sense embeddings. The phases can be summarized as follows:
• Initialize word embeddings and sense embeddings with Skip-gram or Glove model.
• Train a RNN-based definition understanding model to map the definitions to sense embeddings of monosemes.
• Jointly learn sense embeddings and the parameters of RNN-based definition undestanding model.
• Train mapping matrices for each relation defined on the lexical ontology.
• Jointly train all parameters and sense embeddings.
Embedding Initialization
Firstly, we initialize our word embedding with Skip-gram or Glove on the unannotated corpus. We get the number of word senses with the WordNet (Miller, 1992) and we initialize the embeddings of all the senses to be their word embeddings.
Training RNN for Definition Understanding
Intuitively, since the definition of a word sense is an exact description of it, the representation should be able to get from the definition. Since recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is one of the most successful neural network for natural language understanding, we use RNN to compute the representation of a word sense from the definition. The output at the last unit h n of the RNN model is assumed to contain the whole information of a sentence. The specific RNN model can be a standard RNN model, Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) (Chung et al., 2014) or Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997).
Comparing with standard RNN, LSTM and GRU can hold long-term information, so they can alleviate the gradient vanishing and information-forgetting problem associated with the standard RNN for long sequences (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997; Chung et al., 2014) . The differences between them can be shown in the computation unit. The computation unit of standard RNN is:
where g is the non-linear activation function (e.g., simoid, tanh, Relu). The computation unit of GRU is:
where σ is sigmoid function and ⊙ denotes element-wise product. The computation unit of LSTM is:
We tried all there RNN models and compare their results. Given the models to understand definitions, the first problem is how to train the RNN model. According to our statistics, nearly half of the words we considered are monoseme and their sense embedding should be the same as their word embeddings. So we use these embeddings to train our RNN model in this phase. The input to the RNN model is a word sense definition which can be seen as a word sequence: {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n }. The output of RNN h n is then mapped into the embedding space with a transformation matrix:ẽ
where h n is the output of RNN at the last word of the definition andẽ w is the sense embedding computed by the model. The objective function of this training phase is
cos(e ws ,ẽ ws )
where V mono is the monosemes set and e ws is the initialized sense embedding (the same as word embedding for monoseme). All the embeddings are fixed in this phase.
Sense Embedding Learning
Different from the first phase, in this phase, we train all the sense embeddings and the models parameters together. The sense embeddings are updated during the whole process. The objective function is:
where V is the word set including all the words and S w is the sense set of word w.
Training Relation Mapping Matrices
Up to this phase, sense embeddings are learnt from their definitions, but the relations of word senses are still not utilized. Word senses are connected in lexical ontology with relations such as hypernymy, hyponymy and antonymy. These relations between word senses should be concerned with their embeddings. Therefore, for each relation defined in the ontology we define a mapping matrix. We train the matrix to map word senses to the senses with the respective relations. The objective function is:
||W r e ws 1 − e ws 2 ||
where V r is the set of all relations, (ws 1 , ws 2 ) is the relation of word sense 1 and word sense 2 and W r is the mapping matrix for relation r. We only update all the W r matrices in this phase.
Jointly Training All Parameters and Sense Embeddings
All the parameters have been mentioned and trained respectively so far. We train them all together in the last phase. The objective function is:
where J 2 is from equation 15, J 3 is from equation 16 and α is a hyper-parameter to control the weights of the two training part. We set α to be 0.7. We update all sense embeddings and parameters. We optimize this objective function by training J 2 and J 3 in turn during each epoch. Those two phases we keep the sense embeddings and update only model parameters can be seen as initialization of model parameters. If we jointly train them with sense embeddings just after we randomly initialize the parameters, these random information would have negative effects on sense embeddings.
Experiments

Setup
Since quality of trained word embeddings normally increases with scale of the corpus, we try two publicly released word vectors trained on the largest corpuses as initialization of our word embedding. One is the 300 dimentional word vectors trained with Glove on a corpus of 840B 1 , the other is pre-trained 300dimensional vectors trained with word2vec 2 (Skip-gram) on part of Google News dataset (about 100 billion words). We also take these two word embeddings as our baselines.
Word Similarity Evaluation
Since the output of our method is the sense embedding, we need the context to determine the sense when we apply the trained sense embeddings. So evaluation on word similarity datasets which gives word pairs without context does not allow us to do the word sense induction and thus cannot reveal the effectiveness of our method. Stanford's Contextual Word Similarities (SCWS) (Huang et al., 2012) is a data set which gives the contexts of the target words. So we use the context to determine the word sense compute cosine similarity of the two sense embedding. The evaluation metrics is the Spearman's rank correlation coefficient between the average human rating and the cosine similarity scores given by our method. The result is shown in Table 2 .
As can be seen that the word embeddings of Skip-gram shows better performance than Glove on this task although the embeddings trained with Glove uses a much larger corpus. Our approach improves the quality of embeddings for both Skip-gram and Glove embeddings. Among the models to understanding definitions, GRU shows the best performance. It is still to be explored why LSTM and standard RNN show lower performance. As we continue to apply relation-based retrofitting on the embeddings retrofitted using definitions, the quality of sense embeddings get further improvement. As a whole, most improvements come from the understanding of word sense definitions from WordNet.
We also compare with some other systems on this task which are shown in the first our lines of Table  2 . Since the corpuses used by these methods are in different scale and the lexical ontology they use are different, it is not quite appropriate to compare the performances between them.
Related Work
While traditional methods use pointwise mutual information (PMI) matrices to learn word embeddings, prevalent work (e.g., Skip-gram and Glove) uses context information to learn word embeddings. Levy et al.(2015) compare the differences and relations of Skip-gram, Glove and PMI-based methods and conclude that it is the system design choices and hyper-parameter optimizations lead to performance gain rather than the embedding algorithms.
Since multi-sense embedding are suggested to be better than single embedding for a word, many approaches have been proposed. Researchers tend to extend Skip-gram and Glove models to learn sense embedding with word sense induction (WSI) as a preliminary step. Most work uses only a corpus to determine the number of word senses for WSI which would cause error inevitably. Huang et al. (2012) determine a sense of a word by clustering the contexts and then apply it to neural language model with global context. Li et al. (2014) use Chinese Restaurant Processes to determine the sense of word and learning embedding jointly. use WordNet as its lexical ontology to determine word sense numbers and use the average word embedding for words in definition above a similarity threshold as the initialization of sense embeddings. And then they do WSI on corpus to train sense embeddings with Skip-gram. Their way to use the definition of word senses is too simple and their method inevitably consumes much more time on WSI and training sense embedding on corpus than our method. Besides, they doesn't use relations defined in WordNet to retrofit embeddings. As far as we know, no system use both sense definition and relation to retrofit sense embeddings. Moreover, the way we use relation and definiton is different from all the systems proposed. RNN-based model is much more preferable to understand sentence than just taking average of its words' embeddings for the latter ignores the word order and can't model the semantic compositionality of sentence. Other proposed relation-based retrofitting way is to get high similarity for related word embeddings in an ontology (Faruqui et al., 2015; Bollegala et al., 2016) . But related words should be related in a principled way according to the relation. So our mapping matrices for relations are more appropriate intuitively.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a multi-phase word sense embedding retrofitting model. Our proposed method utilizes a lexical ontology to retrofit the embeddings learnt from a large scale unannotated corpus in a different way from existing systems. Experimental results on SCWS show that our proposed method successfully retrofit the embeddings learnt with Skip-gram and Glove.
